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A Message from the President:
Team,
I’d like to start by congratulating everyone on a record-breaking first quarter in 2021! The increased volume was
not only caused by the Covid backlog, but our sales team has done a great job of adding new and valued customer
accounts. Great job to all that are making it happen!
Unfortunately, our operation has struggled with this quick upswing in volumes. I know first-hand how frustrating
it can be when the operation gets “in the weeds” and backlogs become overwhelming. In those situations, it’s
imperative that everyone remain positive and work together to dig your way out. And don’t be afraid to ask for
help. Its leadership’s role to support our people that are making it happen on the front lines. While the company
has struggled a bit with the increased workload, I’ve noticed a lot of progress recently in getting our service back
to 99%+ OTIT. I appreciate everyone’s dedication towards maintaining that goal.
Moving on, I would like to congratulate Travis Hoeschen on his promotion to Vice President of Operations. While
Travis has only been with us for a year, his over 20 years of experience and hands on approach makes him an ideal
person for the job. I look forward to working closely with Travis as we continue to build this company to serve the
Midwest.
I would also like to congratulate Tim Mahoney for his promotion to Director of Operations. Tim was formerly the
Terminal Manager in Oshkosh. He and his terminal have been recognized for demonstrating the ability to deliver
superior service while maintaining an efficient operation. Please join me in congratulating Travis and Tim when you
have the opportunity.
Be assured as the company continues to grow and enjoys success, leadership will not only invest in new equipment and
technology, but also in the people that are driving us. Please stay focused and be EPICC!

SUTTON NEWS
Meet the Team!

Meet Julian Slay! Julian brings to Sutton Transport, 7 years of sales
experience. 4 of those years being in freight. Most recently he worked
for Chemical distributors in sales. His passion Is outside sales and
looks forward to helping people meet there needs. Julian will be
servicing customers in the Chicago area. During his down time, Julian
enjoys lifting weights, playing video games and watching various
sports! We are excited to see the fresh ideas and energy Julian can
add to our Sales Team! Welcome Julian!

Q1 2021 Financial Update
– Ross Bodenheimer, VP Finance

Sutton Transport, Inc. has had a great beginning to 2021. The global economy is in a position that
I have never seen before as the reaction from COVID-19 really made some fundamental changes to
the economic landscape. The demand for our services and expertise has never been higher. This
demand definitely warrants the phrase, “Thank a Trucker.” Before getting into further detail, I would
like to say thank you to all of our employees for banding together through Q1 of 2021. Everyone
from our drivers and dock to our back-office staff have really made positive effects on our customers
and ultimately our business. Thank you.
I know that there have been some struggles throughout the organization as we manage the
incredible volumes that are coming through our dock doors however, I would really like to take the
time to focus on the positives that all of your hard work and dedication have achieved.
Total Revenue increase 35.3% from Q1 2020 to Q1 2021 – Amazing growth
Total Volume (order count) increased 22.1% from Q1 2020 to Q1 2021
Total Revenue per bill (price) increased 10.8% from Q1 2020 to Q1 2021

Meet Al Griffith! Al graduated with a degree in Business
Administration from Hamline University in St Paul, MN, and comes
to Sutton Transport with over 30 years of experience in the
trucking & transportation industries. He has worked in a variety of
sales, operations, and executive management roles with carriers
such as Tax Airfreight, Valley Cartage, CrossCountry Freight
Solutions, and Freightmasters. Al will be servicing customers in
the Minneapolis area. Al also has 2 kids, 5 grandchildren and is
an avid golfer and sports fan! We look forward to the expertise he
can bring to our sales team. Welcome AL!

These successes cannot occur without an incredible team effort. Great job from everyone in
customer service, operations, and sales for creating and overcoming these huge challenges. Every
individual’s success creates a block in building the success at Sutton Transport, Inc. Keep the good
work coming and get ready for even more growth throughout the rest of the year.
Please remember to take advantage of the great offerings that Human Resources have put together
for all of the staff. Congrats to all of the award winners for Carrying the Ball, EPICC Attitudes, and
Leading by Example. Please continue to recommend your peers, staff, and superiors for these
awards as they are great ways to show your appreciation for all of the hard work that is being done.
It is great to see the respect you have for each other especially when recognizing each other and
your successes.

Steve Ammeter has accepted the position of Safety Coordinator!
Steve has a long history with the company; he started as a driver in
what was then the Neenah terminal in 2008 and was promoted to
sales just months later. Steve worked sales for 12 years and had a
book of $6 million dollars per year before taking a break and driving
for us for the last year.
Steve will be holding safety meetings, performing driver evaluations,
and be doing terminal safety audits. One of his first priorities will be
conducting HAZMAT training – this extends beyond drivers and to
office personnel as well. Paperwork violations are easy pickings for
the DOT and are an area we need to improve in.
Congratulations Steve!
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EMPLOYEE FOCUSED
Human Resources and You!

Spring has finally arrived. Time to take in the sounds of birds
chirping, sunshine and the warm breeze as it surrounds your every
thought. This is a great time of the year so let’s recognize some of
our outstanding employees.

EPICC 2021
March

This program is specially
designed to recognize all
employees for the example(s)
set regarding performance and
behavior which aligns with the
company’s Core Values.
Mark McCune (CHI P&D) was
nominated and recognized for
displaying our Employee-Focused
Core Value. His peers say he “is
always so helpful with advice and willing to help others.” Mark works together with his
co-workers and with our customers to deliver the best solutions to accomplish our goals.
Well done Mark!

Lead by Example Qtr 1

April’s Core Value is PROFESSIONALISM
Ethics, respect, standards and image are the cornerstone of our
company. We are respectful when interacting with our coworkers,
superiors and prospective customers.
We speak kindly and always give customers and team members the
dignity and respect they deserve.

This program is designed to recognize management employees for the example(s) set
regarding their performance and conduct. to recognize accomplishments that reward and
reinforce Manager/Supervisor excellence.

We are excellent at assessing a situation, recognizing what needs to be
done, and then make it happen without prodding.

Matt Muenzenberger, Milwaukee Terminal Mgr, was nominated for his professional
consistent management of the MKE terminal. He handles the day-to-day to ensure the
operational goals are achieved. He has also assisted other terminals offering his P&D
drivers so that our customers receive the on-time quality service they expect. Thank you

We do more than what is asked of us while constantly striving for
improvement.

for your leadership and EPICC performance.
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CUSTOMER DRIVEN
This program recognizes
office administrative
employees for their day-today efforts that contribute
to getting the job done. Under
this program, management
and colleagues may give
recognition by nominating
their employees for excellence.

We’ve recognized 3 employees
for their selflessness, “do
whatever it takes work
ethic” and for emulating our EPICC values.
Our Qtr 1 Carrying the Ball winners:
Lucy Glover – HR Administrative Assistant / January
Megan Foster – MSP Office Administration / February
Magi Stitz – WAU CSR & Biller / March
Rock on Lucy, Megan and Magi! You are truly EPICC.

Customer Feedback

I wanted again to mention how great the Customer Service gals are!!! I call a lot of truck
company’s each week to schedule
pickups and always enjoy speaking with Sutton. I have talked with Casandra, Kara, and Laurie.
They are all very helpful, nice,
and patience with me as sometimes I have several requests and call multiply times a day.
Thank you for all you do for me. I do appreciate your kindness and unlimited help each day.
Always a pleasure to call Sutton.
One of my go to carriers.
- Mary, Twin Disc, Inc.

I just want to thank Sutton Transport for assisting us with our relocation from
Cudahy to Elkhorn. I appreciate that Sutton made it affordable and worked within
our timeline to get the move completed. The driver, Charles, that was assigned to
us for the move was not only helpful, but so courteous. We have always valued the
relationship between JFL Marketing and Sutton Transport. Yout company really
makes doing business easy. We look forward to Sutton serving our freight needs
from our new location. Thanks again for your support and assistance.
- Julie, JFL Marketing Inc.

Taylor has been a huge part of our ability to win new lanes from customers. He is very quick at getting loads entered and
always willing to step up if a mistake has been made. He makes sure to take any comments on our Rate Confirmations
and adds them to load notes, something rare in our space. He get’s me your order # back every time and has been super
helpful in streamlining our order entry process with Sutton.
We are a smaller family owned business and Taylor treats our freight like we’re the largest broker in the country. He
has been consistently helping us through difficult situations for the last two years and I felt it was time that you heard
that from me. There have been times in the past that we’ve looked at finding options other than Sutton for our regular
Wisconsin lanes, but Taylor keeps us coming back knowing that we have someone who is looking out for our customers
and consignees.
Thank you for keeping him on your team, I’m not sure where we’d be in our partnership if it wasn’t for his phenomenal
communication, personability, and attention to detail.
- Daniel, ILG Logistics
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Fleet Update

Weights and Dimensions
Over the past couple months, the IT and OS&D Dept. have
been integrating a weights and dimensions scanner (a
Freight Snap scanner) at our Chicago terminal. The Freight
Snap scanner allows us to electronically capture the length,
width, height, and weight of any shipment we choose
and automatically update McLeod with very little manual
intervention. This scanner will allow us to be sure that the
information that is entered in McLeod is accurate, which will
allow us to properly invoice our customers.

Ninja RMM
To expand our efforts in keeping the company secure
and up to date, the IT department is deploying a new
tool called NinjaRMM. Ninja will allow us to keep on top
of what is happening with workstations at an individual
level, as well as monitor the overall health of the tech
in our environment. Most of these changes will be
happening behind the scenes without any interruption
to your daily activities. The strategy behind implementing Ninja is to get ahead of any issues
that users may face, such as a slow or non-responsive PC. With Ninja we can see when
your computer is working too hard to complete simple tasks and offer a solution before the
situation turns into an emergency. We will also be able to silently help with issues behind the
scenes before they even become a problem, like clearing space on your hard drive before it
gets too full.

Happy to announce the delivery of 27 new tractors with enhanced safety features.
The new tractors feature Detroit Diesel Assurance 5.0. The safety suite includes a
number of features:
•
Adaptive Cruise Control – this allows the truck to “pace” the vehicle in front of it.
•
Lane Departure Warning – if the truck senses it is moving outside of its lane 		
without an active turn signal it will play a warning sound through the truck’s 		
speakers.
•
Autonomous Emergency Braking – if the truck senses an imminent collision it will
apply the brakes automatically.
•
Blind Spot Monitoring – The truck and trailer’s right side is continuously monitored
for the presence of another object. A triangular warning light is mounted in the
right-side A-pillar.
Additionally, these trucks are equipped with Detroit’s DT12 automatic transmission.
These are among the best in the business and perform as well, if not better than the
Volvo i-Shift.
I strongly encourage you to watch this video from Freightliner. It explains the systems
well and gives some insight as to how they work.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yj0iF1tYJFs

Click Link

to Video

**Please note that our trucks are NOT equipped with Lane Keep Assist (active steering) or driver-facing cameras.**

Finally, these systems are here to enhance safety and mitigate collision severity. By no
means do they replace an attentive driver. Stay safe.

Please Welcome Lori Fuller to the Fleet team! She will be serving as the Fleet
Administrative Assistant.

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
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LEADS TO CASH

We recognize that our drivers have daily face-time with hundreds of potential customers at each delivery.
To best harness the power of our fleet of drivers we created the Leads To Cash program.

The 100 Club
Q1 2021 Honor Roll
CONGRATULATIONS Michael!
He earned a score of 100 for the ENTIRE quarter!!

Michael Knopick
Linehaul - Milwaukee

January
We have awarded these
three Drivers over $500 in
the last three months!!

Thank you to all of the drivers who have contributed leads this
quarter!! Gary Austinson, Sam Flowers, Damien and Rich Louze

DO YOU WANT TO EARN MONEY?

CHICAGO: Sean Fletcher,
Andrew Wilburn, Steven
Ruzicka
MILWAUKEE: Frank Ditello,
Mike Knopick, Nick Wesley,
Paul Miller
MADISON: Cameron
Somsen, Ben Mosby, Kevin
Carrillo
OSHKOSH: Steven
Keller, Robert Valley, Jeff
Newhouse
WAUSAU: Ben Froemming,
Gary Ostricki, Jason Henry

Top Drivers by terminal for Q1
February
CHICAGO: David Domian,
Konrad Skarzynski, Byron
Mowinski
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Minneapolis: Ian Hedberg,
Kevin Baisley, Thomas
Ylinen, Tim Jensen

Bold Text = 100% for the month!

CHICAGO: Andrew Wilburn,
Ruben Martinez, Antwan Sayles

MILWAUKEE: Michael
Knopick, Carlos Cabrera,
Frank Ditello, Luis Cortez

MILWAUKEE: Michael Knopick,
Kevin Spade, Paul Miller, Brian
Wettengel, Carlos Cabrera,
Nick Wesley

MADISON: Ben Mosby, Rory
Thurnbauer, Richard Elsen
Richard Stevens

MADISON: Roy Thurnbauer,
Cameron Somsen, Ben Mosby,
Doug Duff

OSHKOSH: Brian Horvat,
Jonathan Nault, Mary Zillmer

OSHKOSH: Tim Larson, Robert
Valley, Clint Berndt, Mary
Zillmer

WAUSAU: Ben Froemming,
Jason Henry, Roy Billington
TOMAH: Brett Gratz, Scott
Stalsberg, Kent Eisner

INTEGRITY
1) Identify freight from another carrier upon delivery.
2) Collect contact information
3) Enter information into the form on your PeopleNet

March

Minneapolis: David Marshik,
Dennis Corrigan, Robert
Sword, Randy Wacker

WAUSAU: Roy Billington, Ben
Froemming, Jake Kaminski,
Gary Ostricki
TOMAH: Craig Davis, Brett
Gratz, Scott Stalsberg
Minneapolis: Thomas Ylinen,
David Marshik, Dennis
Corrigan, Tim Jensen
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Employee Anniversaries
January
Jeff Newhouse - 14 years
Gary Austinson - 12 years
Piotr Styrczula - 7 years
Robert Tiry - 7 years
Tim Stone - 6 years
Travis Smith - 4 years
Carmen Robles - 3 years
Nichole Srb - 3 years
Kelly Trojanowski - 3 years
Earl Krahn - 3 years
Raymundo Diaz - 1 year
Adam Fenske - 1 year
Karl Kelley - 1 year
Terrell Williams - 1 year
Dawid Domian - 1 year
Chris Schommer - 1 year
Justin Herenandez - 1 year
Daniel Waugh - 1 year

February
Amanda Windorski - 16 years
Russ Kitsembel - 12 years
Steven Skrobiszewski - 7 years
James Burgess - 7 years
Craig Moore - 7 years
Christian Dynek - 6 years
Juan Diaz - 5 years
Jason Suprise - 5 years
Abel Estrada - 5 years
Alfonso Jimenez - 5 years
Jose Reyes - 5 years
Anthony Smith - 5 years
Noel Urbina - 5 years
Richard Louze - 4 years
David Fair - 3 years
Gustavo Macias - 3 years
Brian Harris - 2 years
Shawn Rickert - 2 years
Greg Mercure - 2 years
David Molina - 2 years
Laurence Reinke - 1 year
Angel Alverez - 1 year
Deon Forrest - 1 year
Shawn Ludke - 1 year
Sam Jordan - 1 year
Daniel Stahl - 1 year
Richard Kroll - 1 year
Jedediah Butzin - 1 year

March
Kiley Hayhurst - 17 years
Tom Glenn - 13 years
Ben Froemming - 10 years
Roy Billington - 8 years
Alan Jonas - 7 years
Tyray Jones - 7 years
Ruben Martinez - 6 years
Elauterio Hernandez - 6 years
Damien Watson - 6 years
Jessica Gutowski - 4 years
Michael Harris - 4 years
Jorge Macias - 3 years
Taylor Unertl - 3 years
Katrina Low - 3 years
Roberto Alcocer - 3 years
Jose Prado - 3 years
Lisa Tennison - 3 years
Brian Nagen - 3 years
Michael Knopick - 2 years
Alex Rolli - 2 years
Lucy Glover - 2 years
Kara Weitz - 1 year
Jorge Marroquion - 1 year
David Zittel - 1 year
Mark Giraldi - 1 year
Glen Hierl - year
Tim Mahoney - 1 year
Stephan McEssey - 1 year
Jake Kaminski - 1 year
Tim Leatherman - 1 year

Welcome Aboard!
Erik Ferrer - P&D, Chicago
Victor Rodriguez - P&D, Chicago
Antwan Sayles - P&D, Chicago
Jason Gibbs - Linehaul, Tomah
Kaitlyn Havlovic - Finance, Wausau
Alexander Karst - Dock, Oshkosh
Juan Campero - Dock, Chicago
Efrain Puebla - Dock, Milwaukee
Joe Sutton - Dock, Chicago
Noah Diaz - Dock, Madison
Raquel Boffman - Admin, Chicago
Nolan Hentges - Dock, Minneapolis
Nathan King - Dock, Milwaukee
Byron Brooks - Dock, Minneapolis
Michael Hardin - Dock, Madison
Carlos Gutierrez - Dock, Chicago
Jennifer Petrucci - Admin, Chicago
Julian Slay - Account Manager, Chicago
Michael Brown - Dock, Milwaukee
Isidro Guereca - Dock, Chicago
Greg Tyson - Dock, Minneapolis
Walter McKinney - Dock, Chicago
Jason Peters - Dock, Oshkosh
Lonniell Nelson - Dock, Chicago
Robert Drapp - Linehaul, Milwaukee
Jonah Elias - Linehaul, Wausau
Robert Thomeson - P&D, Chicago
James Powers - P&D, Madison
Terrelle Carroll - Straight Truck, Milwaukee
Jarvis Harmon - P&D, Milwaukee
Charles Oestreich - P&D, Minneapolis

Jerry Gnas - Linehaul, Milwaukee
Denaro Pankey - Straight Truck, Milwaukee
Carlos Lopez - P&D, Chicago
Adam Bartel - P&D, Oshkosh
Tom Knight - Linehaul, Minneapolis
Richard Ostrander - Linehaul, Madison
Spencer Lamers - Linehaul, Oshkosh
Christiar Ovalle - P&D, Chicago
Eli Velazquez - P&D, Milwaukee
John Kubash - P&D, Wausau
Tim Smith - P&D, Chicago
Anthony Ellenbecker - P&D, Wausau
Randy Heiting - Nationwide, Oshkosh
Heidi Kieffer - P&D, Oshkosh
Carlos Sanchez - Dock, Madison
Mario Perez-Cortez - Dock, Madison
Lori Fuller - Fleet Admin, Wausau
Marquel Taylor - Dock, Chicago
Ryan Duffy - IT Programmer, Wausau
Daniel Berkley - Dock, Chicago
Sergio Palomera - Yard Spotter, Chicago
Joseph Solbeck - Terminal Manager, Madison
Paul Sylvester - Dock, Tomah
Victor Huentas - Dock, Chicago
Jake Carlson - Dock, Wausau
Ben Parsons - Dock, Madison
Danny Rodriguez - Dock, Chicago
Jonathan Palos - Dock, Chicago

PROFESSIONAL
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Follow Us on Social Media!

@suttontrans

@suttontransport

linkedin.com/company/suttontransport

*Contact kellyt@suttontrans.com with any ideas on content
for the next Quarterly Dispatch newsletter!

